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Q1. Have you used the EM Network discussion forum?

If yes, why?

If no, why not?
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1
1. Have you used the EM Network discussion forum? - Selected

Choice
1.00 2.00 1.85 0.35 0.13 34

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 If yes, why? 14.71% 5

2 If no, why not? 85.29% 29

34

Q1a_TEXT - If yes, why?

If yes, why?

For procedure videos and connecting with other EM providers

To discuss chest pain protocols, because we have such incredible locally-derived low-risk chest pain research!

Answering clinical questions; Improving content.

To promote ideas for improvements across the health authorities as part of an ESAC ( Emergency Services Advosory Committee) project

I like to see how others are doing it in their hospitals. Get ideas for process improvement and also just coping with life, schedules, rural limitations, etc.



Q1b_TEXT - If no, why not?

If no, why not?

Haven't been aware of it.

I don’t generally use online discussion forums

Forgot it was there to be honest

Not familiar with it

Another place to login, other forums available, variable responses (usually from same associated people).

I'm not sure what the link for that is.

Didn't know about it

Not very tech savy

I often forget that it's there...once I have the reminder, I'm more likely to check it out.

I'm not sure what it's for

I didn't actually know about it

Have not required it

Unaware/forgot

Where is it? Who is in it?

Not top of mind. I really do not use any discussion forums anyway.

Busy with other things!

No, haven't seen an interesting topic when I have been on the website

somewhat difficult to navigate a singular thread

Was not aware of it.

nothing unique to say

Don’t know much about it

Didnt know about it

I did not know that it existed until now :)



If no, why not?

I have never use any forums

Not using the laptop regularly enough

Not enough time to discuss at this stage

I have read articles but have not personally posted.

I wasn't aware of it



Q2. If the discussions were publicly viewable (no login required) would you be more 

likely to make a post?

If yes, why?

If no, why not?
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2. If the discussions were publicly viewable (no login required)

would you be more likely to make a post? - Selected Choice
1.00 2.00 1.68 0.47 0.22 34

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 If yes, why? 32.35% 11

2 If no, why not? 67.65% 23

34

Q2a_TEXT - If yes, why?

If yes, why?

Easier/quicker to participate. Downside: non-medical practicioner participation?

less steps

I think there would be a wider engagement and more food for thought, so I would likely get involved more often.

maybe, might be less of a hassle

Yes. Easier access.



If yes, why?

Yes - More and easier access is better

Anything that does not use a log in is easier to use.

I think in the spirit of transparency and the opportunity to education and raise awareness of the public, this would be a good mechanism to do so.

Easier

Yes. Hate logging in

Q2b_TEXT - If no, why not?

If no, why not?

See above

It's harder to know who is posting

I think it's good to have a name associated with the posts, but I would prefer it to be anonymous (like Reddit or Imgur)

Still have to think to go to site, anyone can see discussion, public could get involved.

I don't think discussions should be public

I'm not really a poster

No I think it should be members only secure

I would like these conversations to remain private, so that I can feel free to speak openly without being judged by members of the public who may not
have the perspective of being within healthcare.

It's nice to have some privacy from the internet at large

Even less likely - everything on the internet is permanent and assume my name is attached

I have a login so it's not problem.

I’m not sure it would make a difference but I do wonder about including our nursing colleagues on certain topics. Perhaps when we post we could make
the thread public or members only?

no I think you discussions would be more wholesome out of public view

no

No, I think it's important to have a safe space for discussion that is only among colleagues. If patients and public had access it would limit free and
open discussion, and become a place where people just say what they know they "should" say. Also, it's not a good idea to give open access to ideas
that might criticize the current system, or speculate on improvements that might not come to pass.



If no, why not?

too wide an audience

I like that this site is not public

see above

It wouldn't impact my discussion frequency. Right now it seems onerous to login to the computer to make posts.

Because I would want confidentiality preserved

Logging in is not the barrier to posting in the EM network.

No, too public.



Q3. Would you access the EM Network more often if a mobile app was available?

If yes, why?

If no, why not?
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3. Would you access the EM Network more often if a mobile app

was available? - Selected Choice
1.00 2.00 1.21 0.40 0.16 34

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 If yes, why? 79.41% 27

2 If no, why not? 20.59% 7

34

Q3a_TEXT - If yes, why?

If yes, why?

Easy to use on the fly.

Quicker access

It's sometimes easier to look up something on the phone then getting to a computer

yes, easier to access

It's possible, but would still need a reason to. Unlikely, as the reasons I would use it (patient discharge, info) are more useful while working.

It feels more secure with an app. And also it would be more easily accessible if I didn't have to login everytime.

Convenient



If yes, why?

Convinience

much more likely to use my phone than laptop these days

More accessible/easy to access on smartphone during shift.

Yes - easier to find and log in on my smartphone

Absolutely. If there are useful "clinical support tools" avaiable I would use them. Especially quick video links on "how to" or the latest arrest protocols
etc. etc.

Easier access while on shift. Also your mobile phone allows you to stay logged into your own account.

More convenient

yes, often use my phone in the moment

easier to access on iPhone, better formatting for point of care use

I find I don't sit down to the computer to look very often, and there is no time for it on shift. But often I think "I should ask the EM network that", but
then don't get around to doing it.

ease of accessibility

Makes it easier

Yes makes easier

Makes it once less step / easier

i use mobile apps more at work than logging into websites

I find myself using my phone more and more for internet access.

Easier to access on shift.

Definitely, I use my phone most often when it comes to accessing medical technology on the fly

Q3b_TEXT - If no, why not?

If no, why not?

Not necessarily. I tend to do most of my work on my laptop.

It is rare that I am seeking academic content when the only thing I have with me is a cellphone. I have a desktop both at work and at home.

I tend to use it only on shift when I have a computer available



If no, why not?

Too many apps - email triggers me to look

I do not use mobile apps much at all

Don't need any more apps!



Q4. Any additional thoughts, comments, or suggestions for the EM Network?

4. Any additional thoughts, comments, or suggestions for the EM Network?

Might be useful to increase engagement outside the core few. Maybe engaging one champion at each ED not already associated who could get to
know the site, communicate to own group what's useful in their context, and contribute and come up with ideas for content useful to their own site.

No

Keep up the great work and stay innovative!!

Link it with HealthMatch BC to have EM job postings visible across the province!

more video content on procedures, drug references guidelines in a app would be good to for clinical Em conditions

no

App would be fantastic!!

Easier more visible access would be recommended

I would relly like to have access to a product that is difficult to find, which are video scenario simulations, much like in the ACLS course.

Great platform. Great work

Hook it in with pathways bc.ca so we only need to sign in to one and have all the resources of both ie Pt handouts, videos etc

I do read the email notifications but then never make it to the website, might be more likely to access if it was an app with notifications

overall excellent,

Good potential. I don't really want to see clinical summaries, guidelines, etc. There are so many other good resources for that. The strength of the EM
network I think is connecting ER docs working in the same (Canadian, BC) system to strengthen transport and referral cooperation, and to build a
family that feels supportive and collaborative. To know the people you are asking to help you, or who are asking for help. To understand what
resources are there in the rural area when a doc wants to send you someone.

no

No

No

The quicker the access to the clinical procedure videos the better :). Great for that quick refresher on a procedure when on shift that doesn’t occur
often.

great resource when i need to review things

Like the emails, would be nice to have pdf attachments of some of the key clinical references/guides



Q5_Name

Name

Geoff E Sanz

Jen Williams

Martin Robitaille

Chantal McFetridge

Ava Butler

Heather Lindsay

Donna Lee

Kate Niethammer

Bruce

Pamela Jessen

Ben Tuyp

Abe Torchinsky

jessica

Kali Kennedy

Pei-Yoong Lam

Patricia Lyle

Elaine Willman

Chris Stitt

William J Cunningham

Elizabeth Purssell

Gord McInnes

Michelle Weizel



Name

Atma Persad

Marie Duperreault

Linda Johannson

Paul Huang

Donna Jokinen

Dale Dhillon

Aaron Williams

victor jordan

Indy Sahota

John van Bockxmeer

Louise Cassidy

Kate Christison



Q6 - Email

Email

geoffsanz@gmail.com

jenwemerg@gmail.com

dr.robitaille@outlook.com

cmcfe063@uottawa.ca

avabutlermd@gmail.com

lindsayhc@gmail.com

dsleelee@gmail.com

kateniet@gmail.com

Drmoose_ca@yahoo.com

pamjessen@gmail.com

bjtuyp@gmail.com

abetorch@gmail.com

jmmacnab@mail.ubc.ca

kaliannekennedy@gmail.com

plam@cw.bc.ca

PLYLE@NOSM.ca

tashidelik@gmail.com

chris.stitt24@gmail.com

william.Cunningham@viha.ca

elizabeth.purssell@gmail.com

gomcinnes@gmail.com

michelle.weizel@viha.ca



End of Report

Email

persad123@yahoo.ca

marie.duperreault@viha.ca

ljohannson@yahoo.com

pbthuang@shaw.ca

Dljokinen@icloud.com

dale.dhillon@gmail.com

aaron.read.williams@gmail.com

emdoctorj@yahoo.ca

isahota@gmail.com

john.vanbockxmeer2@vch.ca

louise.cassidy@medportal.ca

k.christison@alumni.ubc.ca


